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Sigurd Lewerentz:  
(The Discipline of) Architecture as Context

Enrico Miglietta and Gennaro Postiglione

Lewerentz’s long career spans nearly the whole of the last 
century. Running parallel to the main trends in architecture 
that dominated the scene over this period, it reveals the mis-
anthropic and aristocratic facets of his complex personality. A 
man of few words, little given to offering explanations for what 
he did or producing theories to justify his choices—he relied 
exclusively on his drawings and built works to communicate 
his meaning. His silence and reserved nature are the reasons 
for the relative obscurity of a  professional career that repre-
sents one of the most significant contributions of the twentieth 
century, carried out on the margins of modernity. The project 
as locus for investigations into architecture’s fundamental can-
ons and roots can be recognised as an element of distinction 
and coherence throughout Sigurd Lewerentz’s career, inde-
pendent of any stylistic expression. This confrontation with the 
‘internal statutes’ of the profession has always characterised the 
activity of architectural masters of any time, from Ictino to our 
contemporaries: while elaborating answers, architecture—or 
more precisely the architect—reflects on its own principles and 
statutes. 

Such a peculiarity was also the most specific element of 
the Swedish master’s work. This becomes unmistakably evident 
when examining two buildings that, although distant from each 
other in time, may manifest very clearly this character: the 
Chapel of the Resurrection (1921-25) in Stockholm’s Woodland 
Cemetery and the Church of St. Petri (1963-66) at Klippan. 
In these built works, we recognise the seeds of an exceedingly 
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lucid ‘research through design’, operational field—typical of art 
practices—that encompassed the architect’s career. Practitioner 
and researcher coincide, as do the object of study and the result 
of design activity, thus aiming to know what doing means 
by actually doing. This sort of practice is a  survey of discipli-
nary foundations, directed at developing (quasi)-theories, that 
produce theoretical advancements and—most of all—legitimise 
one’s own practice1. 

Lewerentz’s research seems to move from within, free 
to varying degrees from pursuing a form or a  language at all 
costs, but through the continuous interrogation of a  personal, 
non-linear historical time, of the discipline as a  critical and 
operational context to be investigated, from the drawing to the 
construction site, as places of design experimentations. In the 
necessary brevity of the essay, we can identify at least three of 
his internal interrogations as pivotal points of research, always 
endogenous, from inside the discipline: about the relationship 
with the classical canon, with architecture as construction, and 
with architecture as pure form.

The Subverted Context 

Erik Gunnar Asplund (1885-1940) and Sigurd Lewerentz 
(1885-1975) won the competitive bid for the extension of the 
South Cemetery in Stockholm in 1915. The nationalistic em-
phasis on the construction of nation-states and their cultural 
identities in all European countries led to the adoption of an 
architectural language characterised by the attempt to recover 
elements of local tradition. Within this cultural context, the two 
architects developed their proposal: the overall design, in terms 
of content and representation, fell within the National Roman-
tic canon already mentioned, but the solutions adopted for each 
architectural episode and the definition of individual buildings 
appeared to be very much of classical derivation, paving the 
way for the successful season of Nordic Classicism2.
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The competition for the extension of the South Cemetery in 
Stockholm involved the general configuration of the cemetery 
area, the construction of several buildings, assigned to each 
architect, and the joint work for the design of the crematorium 
complex. A quarrel between the two architects, which arose 
precisely over the definition of the project for the main Chapel, 
led to their parting ways, and Asplund went on to develop its 
design alone. From the earliest neoclassical versions, the cem-
etery buildings migrated, during the extended time for their 
final design and construction, towards an ever-greater degree 
of abstraction: from the romantic Woodland Chapel (Asplund, 
1918-22) to the sublime elegance of the Chapel of the Resurrec-
tion (Lewerentz, 1921-25); from the timeless composure of the 
Main Chapel (Asplund, 1935-40) to the brutal expressionism of 
the service buildings (Lewerentz, 1958-61).

1.
Chapel of the Resurrection, East view of the entrance portico and the 
volume of the Chapel. Unknown author / ArkDes Collections.
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It is the Chapel of the Resurrection that represents the very 
first built demonstration of Lewerentz’s hyperbolic interest in 
investigating architectural canons and rules, stretching them 
to the limit of absurdity, seeking solutions that could mediate 
and allow contradictory realities to coexist. Indeed, while using 
fragments belonging to the lexicon of classical architecture, he 
skewed them to fit the meaning he wished to instil in the work, 
using a strictly codified language, but to communicate utterly 
new content.

The path leading to the Chapel, as already experimented 
with in the project for the cemetery of Helsingborg in 19143, is 
built according to the principle of the rite of passage and the 
necessary acceptance of death. But in Stockholm, the different 
parts that compose the work rise from the ground as auton-
omous figurations, embracing disengagements and misalign-
ments, and in which even the various architectural elements 
appear as a  skilful assemblage of spoliations from time and 
tradition. It is in its form that the Resurrection Chapel cele-
brates the soul’s journey from one life to another4. Compared 
to the north-south direction of the Way of the Seven Wells, its 
entrance, marked by a twelve-column portico, is placed in a 
slightly not-orthogonal axis with the long perspective. This ar-
rangement, however, is immediately questioned by the rectan-
gular development of the sacred space that, on the other hand, 
expands, asymmetrically, according to the east-west axis. As to 
the building itself, by carefully observing, we can see how the 
entrance portico is not only slightly detached from the volume 
of the Chapel itself, but also subtly rotated, leading to subvert 
the perfect orthogonality on its west gable facade. [Figure 2.]

A series of references, on a symbolic, visual and atmos-
pheric level, manage to make the best use of the morpholog-
ical, linguistic and material potential of the space, creating 
an organic totality in which every small detail contributes to 
expressing the meanings of the whole. 
The almost invisible rotations, alignments and misalignments 
highlight and enhance the possibilities of reading the different 
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parts, crumbling, at this close inspection, the very shape of the 
structures.

Entering the Chapel, on one side is the altar with the cat-
afalque, and on the other a  further passage from which to exit 
towards the burial area. This intersection of axes creates an 
internal structure that is entirely foreign to tradition. A clear 
example of this revolutionary interpretation of the canon is 
also the arrangement of the pilasters that have no direct cor-
respondence to each other on opposite sides, which actually 
pursue very different purposes. The space becomes centrifu-
gal, projecting the gaze and the same boundary of the Chapel 
beyond its perimeter: almost an inversion of meaning that the 
grey ‘areal’ colour helps to achieve. Thus, the un-canonical ‘Co-
rinthian’ order of the building, based on the square, the gold-
en section and their compounding in the square-root-of-five 

2.
Chapel of the Resurrection, Interpretative model of the area. 
Model by Carlotta Torricelli, Photo: Stefano Topuntoli. 
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relationship5, moves the symmetries of the exteriors and inte-
riors resulting as icon, index and symbol in the decoration of 
the thresholds, the bronze portals, the external columns and the 
interior pilasters. Walls do not encompass or enclose the space; 
instead, they become independent fragments held together only 
by the cohesive force of diffused light that transforms this inte-
rior into ideally external space—a clearing in the woods. 

These subversions, altogether with a meticulous study 
of detail elements of Neoclassicism, evidences a  manner of 
working that favours and seeks to exploit liminal spaces to 
persistently test and shake up its absolute principles and coded 
canon. Already in this very early work, through the arrange-
ment of specific contradictions, Lewerentz seems to declare his 
interest in the process of symbolic verification, one in which 
the rules of classicism are fundamentally challenged. Here he is 
questioning his position within the discipline, clearly defining 
the core and context of his interests, charging the work with 
revolutionary meanings while acting as if the Chapel were one 
of the most typical embodiments of Neoclassical architecture. 
The classical lexicon is not developed as an architectural theme 
in the whole building, but isolated in figures of singular iconic 
quality6. Among these, the presence of the joint interposes itself 
as an element in accordance with the fragment. A subversion 
from the inside that could probably be addressed as a  Manner-
ist way of dealing with architecture and its foundations.

The Paradoxical Context

Analogously, it is possible to discover a  similar tension in the 
design—fifty years later—of a parish complex in Klippan, a 
small town on Sweden’s southern peninsula of Skåne. While 
in Stockholm the research focused on bringing a reflection on 
the language of classicism to its extreme consequences, the full 
maturity of the architect here appears free from stylistic influ-
ences or conditioning. The inquiry is directed at the very na-
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ture of the art-of-building, where construction itself becomes a 
theoretical and operational foundation, a  primordial datum—
technê becomes the representation of architecture. In Klippan, 
his personal contextualism is stubbornly directed towards 
verifying architecture primordial laws, the ones concerning the 
relationship between form and construction, and their visual 
representation. [Figure 3.]

Lewerentz visited the site on which the parish Church of 
St. Petri was to be built in 1963. He had received the commis-
sion from the committee set up to oversee the construction of 
the complex in concert with the municipal planning depart-
ment. The theologian Lars Ridderstedt worked alongside the 
architect as a  consultant, drawing up the functional program 
and collaborating with Lewerentz on rediscovering the most 
profound meaning of the liturgy7. 

3.
Church of St. Petri, West elevation with details of wall construction 
and rooflights. ArkDes Collections, ARKM.1973-05-06537  
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In fact, at the base of the design of St. Petri lies a  careful analy-
sis of its functions and their profound reinterpretation. As for 
the Chapel of the Resurrection, we can rediscover the theme 
of a  liturgical path that builds the different moments and the 
‘rooms’ that make up the complex, although questioned in a 
radically different way. The square plan of the Church, for ex-
ample, responds to the desire to break away from the custom-
ary basilica plan, with its hierarchical implications, to adopt a 
more democratic arrangement. It is a  return to the gathering 
in a  circle, to the cenacle—belonging to the ancient tradition of 
the circumstantes8—that had characterised the early Christian 
communities. A primordial form of prayer, and at the same 
time idea of a  community, that is closely linked to a  wholly 
internalised way of proceeding in the design process.

While a  part of architectural theory recognises buildings 
as architecture when considered not only as pure construc-
tion but, quoting Schelling9, as a  ‘metaphor of construction’, 
Lewerentz makes an incursion that disrupts thinking from the 
very inside. He assumes the constructive logic as a  paradigm, 
investigating its inner reasons and profound rituals. Indeed, as 
in the most interesting investigations of the ‘tectonic culture’, 
in his work we find a  constant struggle on several fronts: with 
the technological potential of the time, with the aesthetics of 
the avant-garde and again, with the legacy of Classical Ro-
manticism10.

Difficult if not impossible to classify, the Church of St. 
Petri presents itself as an architecture of the fragment and frag-
mentariness. Entering in the Nave, the square hall dedicated to 
the celebration of the mass, the rhythm of constructive brick 
textures offers a  decorative effect that prepares the visitor for 
a  sublime introduction to the sacred space. The sanctuary is 
split by a  baptismal font which redirects its spatial orientation. 
A few perforations in the wall cast a  feeble light in the dark-
ness. If it was the light in the Chapel of Resurrection that linked 
together with the elements of the space, here it is darkness—a 
faint darkness, whose stillness is only interrupted by the drip-
ping of the font. 
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In proposing a  suitable central plan space for carrying out the 
rite, Lewerentz had to address the need to reduce the span of 
the continuous vaulted roof, introducing an intermediate sup-
port. The final solution is not only brilliant because of its way 
of reducing the degree of interruption to a  minimum, but also 
due to its extremely interesting development across technical, 
compositional and symbolical values. The consistent system 
of binary beams and columns is composed of double-T iron 
profiles with a  ratio between height and width that notably 
enhances the former. The void between the individual struc-
tures takes up half the module of the width, as stated by the 
architect, to be wide enough to allow light to pass through. 
Given the large size of the elements, the choice of a  coupled 
structure section lightens it considerably: from the direct 
encounter with the floor, up to the thinness of the cruciform 
supports that bear the vault-profiles. In the connection be-
tween the column and the floor, the size of the ‘conglomerate’ 
of brick and mortar follow the same rhythm, by dividing the 
main module again.

4.
Church of St. Petri, West elevation of belfry, section through Nave 
Hall with supporting structure of the roof vaults and Parish Hall. 
ArkDes Collections, ARKM.1973-05-06537.  
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This method allows Lewerentz to play with both dimen-
sions and joints of materials wisely: although the bricks used 
in the various parts are always the same size, and never ever 
cut, the possibilities offered by varying the quantity of mortar 
make it possible to assemble them in different ways, dissoci-
ating them but still maintaining a consistency that sees in the 
measure of the detail the principle of interstitial resolution. The 
number, the measure, as also evidenced by the countless pre-
paratory drawings, sketches, all the way up to the construction 
details carried out on-site, seems to accompany the work of the 
architect as a  form of a  pre-understanding of the material, of 
its possible form, rooted in experience.

But revealing techniques and technologies used in handling 
the materials of the construction should not be misleading, and 
suggest Lewerentz as an aesthete of tectonics, because this ap-
proach in St. Petri church is neither consistent nor total. There-
fore, the bricks never strictly follow a constructive design, and 
the arrangement of the rows, even in correspondence of lintels 
and entablatures, is never modified. Likewise, the positioning 
of drainpipes is neither schematic nor simplistic.

The drawings of the subsequent phases of the project, often 
questioned and reworked directly on the construction site, 
clearly demonstrate the struggling towards reaching a  final 
solution. Bricks, steels and their joints are not seen as mere 
building materials but as components that present their own 
rules, also to be questioned. This positioning can undoubtedly 
recall the equally radical ones of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe 
and his contemporary Louis Kahn. Their respect for the ma-
terial ‘as it wants to be’ coincides with an underlying ethics of 
building, taken to its extreme consequences as a  poetic found-
ed upon technique. Here, as in the best of occasions, technique 
is the context on which to build upon and not to accept re-
gardless.

Thanks to the similar intended use, the themes of double, 
distancing, and primitivism are present in both works, albeit 
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5.
Church of St. Petri, Interiors of the Nave hall, details of the support 
structure. ArkDes Collections, ARKM.1973-05-06512. Photo: Karl-Erik 
Olsson-Snogeröd / ArkDes Collections.  
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giving rise to different views. In the interiors of the Church in 
Klippan, the coupled column and its asymmetrical location, 
placed in relation to the altar, recall the sign of redemption, as 
a  T-shaped cross, explicit reference to the ancient crux commis-
sa, that connects the ground and the sky. The hardness of the 
encounter with the ground, collecting thrusts from the side-
walls to bring them back to the soil, contrasts with the thinness 
of the structural elements that connect the structure with the 
roof vaults. The roof disappears in the shadow permeating the 
Nave, leaving ‘paradoxically’ the feeling it is sustained by some-
thing else. An illusion that is also created by the lowering of the 
vaults from the centre towards the sides. 

The joint, the construction technique, appears as latent 
in alternative solutions interrogated multiple times. Lewer-
entz’s constructive experience allows him to investigate the 
same principles several times in the same fragment, in the same 
work, as in architectures and projects distant in time and space, 
adapting the procedural needs from time to time to the nature 
and specific requirements of places. Here, the allusion to the 
double suggests the structural elements are not only symbol-
ically transfigured, but also made as gestures, sustaining and 
supporting the community of faith.

Similarly, the variations in the wall texture and the open 
joints in the inner brickwork mark the different apparatus and 
necessary equipment for the functioning of the structure, often 
characterised by transfigurations in terms of their meanings. 
The window openings become exact holes from the inside, built 
by pressing the glass panel on the outside, directly on the sur-
face of the brick where the mastic had already been placed, and 
held in place by galvanised steel strips screwed to the wall11. 
The joint decorates and identifies heating and ventilation ca-
nals embedded in the walls, points out the hierarchical system 
of doors12, questioning the true nature of these elements.

In Klippan, Lewerentz deliberately chooses the investi-
gation into the art of building as the context with which to 
work. This leads the Swedish master to the execution of a 
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work which asserts a  denial of the very process that has made 
it possible. Freed from the need to interpret a  canon, and left 
only with construction materials, the architect goes beyond 
Schelling’s definition and manifests an utterly new metaphor 
of construction; or better stated, an ‘architecture as a  paradox 
of construction’. 

Escaping any synthetic vision, the Church of St. Petri’s 
eludes comprehension as soon as the scope of its value is re-
duced to one, and only one, of the senses contained in it. In 
cynically passing from the general to the particular, it gives 
and denies itself at the same time, generating the whirlwind 
flow of meanings and sensations that distinguishes its spatial 
qualities. Only in the mono-material nature of the building 
and in the darkness of its interior does it seem possible to see 
a  thin, almost invisible, weft thread that holds the different 
parts together. Here we may also recognise the roots of his next 
and ultimate step towards the investigation of the discipline 
through his practice.

The Architect’s Signature

The revolutionary seeds present in the Church of St. Petri in 
Klippan, and which had so much influence on the poetics that 
passed through architecture in the second half of the 20th 
century, find their sublime maturity in the master’s last work, 
the Flower Kiosk at the East Cemetery in Malmö (1968-69), 
a  small structure in exposed concrete, covered by a  vast cop-
per-clad pitched roof projecting onto the main front. We can 
see an almost complete dissolution of the joint, little given only 
by the signs of the formwork, which reinforces the cementitious 
and ‘pure’ character of the material, that becomes almost ab-
stract. At the top, on the opposite side, two glass panels funnel 
the light inwards. The coils with electrical ducts create an 
abstract design on the walls, as a  metaphor, and are evocative 
of ivy. At the back, a  door opens in the void, lifted as it is from 
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6.
Malmö Eastern Cemetery, Flower Kiosk facade with the door lifted from 
the ground. Photo: Karl-Erik Olsson-Snogeröd / ArkDes Collections
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the ground. And that is all. Form cannot be further simplified. 
It is reduced to its minimum terms, there are no fragments, but 
this is one. 

The Kiosk is a  robust and hermetic theorem where the 
dialectics between construction and decoration, arguably to 
be recognised as Lewerentz’s main exploratory interest in his 
practice, reach their most sublime representation. In Malmö, 
decoration is no longer used to express or deny any content 
related to construction. Still, rather it represents autonomous 
material and formal values of architecture that are entirely 
freed from any constraints and rules of language, anticipating 
what later would become the future of architecture and, to a 
certain extent, our present state. The exceedingly lucid idea of 
the building embodies spiritual and metaphysical qualities of 
the highest order: it is ‘pure architecture’ implying a form, or 
better, being form-generative and sense-making13.

The work on material identity and its progressive abstrac-
tion, its transfiguration to escape an apparent literality, are 
also the contexts on which a part of the latest generation of 
masters is continuing to operate and that are far from being 
resolved. We could refer, for instance, to the work of architects 
such as Peter Zumthor or Rafael Moneo14, just to mention a 
few. The pursuit of this archaeological work on the discipline 
of architecture as a  personal method of research through de-
sign has the idea of form founded on a material basis. For Lew-
erentz, we can interpret the agency of the joint, in its various 
forms briefly described here as of distancing and dis-joining 
with the classic, transfiguring material essence, and finally its 
dissolution into becoming decoration, as the personal signature 
in the architect’s work, the main instrument in his investiga-
tion of the context. As a  primary constructive act, from placing 
two bricks close together to supporting a community of faith, 
it represents a  sort of ‘elementary particle’, a  minimal unit of 
meaning in which seems possible to find the starting point for a 
deconstruction, and therefore a  re-reading of his architectural 
corporeality.
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In the only apparent simplicity expressed by this gesture, the act 
of joining incorporates an interpretative richness that goes way 
beyond its purely technical notion, to the point of becoming, 
in this peculiar case, the central element of a poetic, in which 
ethical and aesthetic thinking coincide. The evidential paradigm 
seems to reveal itself precisely where architecture becomes a 
gesture, where pragmatism and semiosis concur, held together 
not only by the genius but also by the discipline of the architect, 
the obsessive search for coherence and ‘truth’ in the materials 
with which one works. As that, we can define his structures as 
the metonymical embodiment of a reflection on the context that 
comes true through the architect’s physical and political in-
volvement in the body of architecture. It is the latest subversion 
of a Master who internalises a context within a time, a place, a 
work, a technique, a design, a personal discipline. 

Colin St. John Wilson compared his modus operandi to that 
of Heraclitus, who insisted that, “If you do not expect the un-
expected, you will not discover it.” But the work as an internal 
questioning of the program and therefore of the architectural 
discipline, seems to also respond as well to that advice given by 
Eduardo De Filippo when he suggested, “Seek form, and you 
will find death, seek life, and you will find form.”
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